
DANIEL 7 STUDY GUIDE

IN THE FIRST YEAR OF BELSHAZZAR KING OF BABYLON DANIEL HAD A 
DREAM AND VISONS OF HIS HEAD UPON HIS BED: THEN HE WROTE THE 
DREAM AND TOLD THE SUM OF THE MATTERS.
DANIEL SPAKE AND SAID, I SAW IN MY VISION BY NIGHT, AND, BEHOLD, 
THE FOUR WINDS OF THE HEAVEN STROVE UPON THE GREAT SEA.
AND FOUR GREAT BEASTS CAME UP FROM THE SEA, DIVERSE ONE FROM 
ANOTHER.
THE FIRST WAS LIKE A LION, AND HAD EAGLE’S WINGS: I BEHELD TILL 
THE WINGS THEREOF WERE PLUCKED, AND IT WAS LIFTED UP FROM THE 
EARTH, AND MADE TO STAND UPON THE FEET AS A MAN, AND A MAN’S 
HEART WAS GIVEN TO IT.
- LION SYMBOLIC OF STRENGTH AND DOMINANCE
-EAGLE IS SYMBOLIC OF THE ABILITY TO SOAR THE HIGHEST OF HEIGHTS 
AND DEEPEST OF DEPTHS.
-REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD THAT IS ALL SEEING AND ALL 
KLNOWING, BEHOLDING THE GOOD AS WELL AS THE EVIL. THESE ARE 
RARE CREATURES AT ONE POINT NEARLY EXTINCT THEY WERE 
SANCTIFIED
-WINDS WERE SYMBOLIC OF POWER AND FORCES
-GREAT SEA IS SYMBOLIC OF MULTITUDE OF PEOPLE

Daniel, a Holy Prophet, is a seer prophet. That is to say that the Lord used him in 
the prophetic office by showing him things. He used his five senses in the form of 
discernment and the Lord used him to speak the word of God by having him speak what 
he saw in the revelations of the dreams and visions that the Lord had given him. He is 
shown four powers or forces from Heaven that strove upon a multitude of people. The 
four great beasts arose from the sea, which is to say that four kingdoms emerged from 
the midst of a multitude of people of diversity. Though these kingdoms emerged from a 
people they were appointed and allowed by the Most High. 

With their reign they have forces of principalities that strove with them. The 
animals that are mentioned are symbolic of a spirit in operation within the kingdom or 
ruler that is being revealed. The forces of the kingdoms are different one from another.

Remember that when the lord communicates in the prophetic within a dream or 
vision, oftentimes he gives a confirmation by repetition. He will speak more than once to 
create authenticity with His servants.

PSALM 62:11
GOD HATH SPOKEN ONCE; TWICE HAVE I HEARD THIS; THAT POWER 
BELONGETH UNTO GOD.



The first occasion the Lord gives the revelation of these end times kingdoms in 
chapter two, in the form of a dream with King Nebuchadnezzar. The Lord also used his 
prophet to confirm the communication and give the interpretation of the matter. When he 
gave reference he used symbolism of the types of metal to compare the appearance of 
the kingdoms, the strength of each, as well as the spiritual superiority or inferiority to 
the other kingdoms.

However, in the second revelation of the gentile kingdoms of the end times, the 
Lord gives more detail of the spiritual appearance instead of how they appeared 
outwardly. He gives insight on how each kingdom operates spiritual and its 
characteristics, intentions, and their destruction.

The first was like a lion is significant of the dominance and strength of the 
kingdom. This is a strong spirit and no one sees what is coming. Having the wings of an 
eagle, this king is able to soar high above all of his enemies, to go high heights and deep 
depths. This is his spiritual method of transportation. He is a super power. His powers 
and forces are in high places. The prophet beholds until this kingdom has its wings 
plucked and isn’t as powerful as when it started in the beginning. The eagle spirit and its 
godliness (likeness to God) is lifted from the earth. What was once godly is no longer a 
godly nation. The nation is made to stand upon the feet as a man, and a man’s heart was 
given to it. Therefore, the nation is given to walk in it’s own strength and having a man’s 
heart they are given fleshly, natural emotions, and cares of life.
Proverbs 4:23

KEEP THY HEART WITH ALL DILIGENCE; FOR OUT OF IT ARE THE ISSUES 
OF LIFE.

The Lord gives his people His wisdom, His knowledge, His understanding and His 
counsel right within the midst of those in this kingdom, but they turn their back on God.

AND BEHOLD ANOTHER BEAST, A SECOND, LIKE A BEAR, AND IT RAISED 
UP ITSELF ON ONE SIDE, AND IT HAD THREE RIBS IN THE MOUTH OF IT 
BETWEEN THE TEETH OF IT: AND THEY SAID THUS UNTO IT, ARISE, 
DEVOUR MUCH FLESH.

-This “bear” has strength, but not like the strength of the lion. This kingdom is not 
moving on its own. It is existing but not “driven”. It is connected with other kingdoms. 
A portion of this kingdom is in slumber.
- The ribs signify unity/ covering/ protection of vital organs and functions/ intimacy. The 
Location in the mouth is to signify it will go forth to consume or devour the unity/ 
protection/relationship with the trinity.



AMOS 5:19

AS IF A MAN DID FLEE FROM A LION, AND A BEAR MET HIM; OR WENT 
INTO THE HOUSE, AND LEANED HIS HAND ON THE WALL, AND A SERPENT 
BIT HIM.

HOSEA 13:6-11

ACCORDING TO THEIR PASTURE, SO WERE THEY FILLED; THEY WERE 
FILLED, AND THEIR HEART WAS EXALTED; THEREFORE HAVE THEY 
FORGOTTEN ME.
THEREFORE I WILL BE UNTO THEM AS A LION: AS A LEOPARD BY THE WAY 
WILL I OBSERVE THEM:
I WILL MEET THEM AS A BEAR THAT IS BEREAVED OF  HER WHELPS, AND 
WILL REND THE CAUL OF THEIR HEART, AND THERE WILL I DEVOUR THEM 
LIKE A LION: THE WILD BEAST SHALL TEAR THEM.
O’ ISRAEL, THOU HAST DESTROYED THYSELF; BUT IN ME IS THINE HELP.
I WILL BE THY KING: WHERE IS ANY OTHER THAT MAY SAVE THEE IN ALL 
THY CITIES? AND  THY JUDGES OF WHOM THOU SAIDST, GIVE ME A KING 
AND PRINCES?
I GAVE THEE A KING IN MINE ANGER, AND TOOK HIM AWAY IN MY WRATH.

The holy prophet Daniel in the midst of a people who have already been given 
numerous warnings by the prophet Jeremiah and the prophet Ezekiel. The chosen are in 
spiritual captivity. The Lord is giving a revelation to his servant that he is being given a 
foreshadow of what is to come in the end times. The only way to get a complete 
understanding is that the prophet had to go through and experience some of the things he 
was chosen to write about. As the chosen of the Most High, we are first partakers of 
those things we are given to speak on behalf of God. Daniel, too, is in captivity with the 
rest of the people. He didn’t sin, but the Lord uses him to show that the Lord rains upon 
the just as well as the unjust. Daniel has to deal with a corrupt society of people who 
were chosen by God  and called by His name. He also had to deal with corrupt 
leadership and ungodly people in authority. Nonetheless, Daniel humbles himself to 
continue to fast and seek the Lord with fervent prayer. The Lord reveals these kingdoms 
of the world, how they operate, and how he will use them to bring judgment, and then 
ultimately how they will be destroyed. The Lord will still be redeeming and reconciling 
souls until he returns.

The Lord God is angry and his wrath is with him. The children that he has known 
and loved have turned their backs. The lord is angry because these people have become 
self-dependent. He ha revealed himself as their God, their savior, and their King. This 
people have become prideful and arrogant. They are full of themselves. They are self-
righteous and wise in their own sight. They stand on their own authority and operate on 



their own will.
The Lord uses the prophet Amos to speak of some of the judgment that will overtake his 
people because they utilize privilege and advantage to oppress the chose men and 
women of God. The Lord desires to judge the head first. These are the leaders, priests, 
elders, and sheppards’ of his people.
EZEKIEL 7:9
AND THEY THAT ESCAPE OF YOU SHALL REMEMBER ME AMONG THE 
NATIONS WHITHER THEY SHALL BE CARRIED CAPTIVES, BECAUSE I AM 
BROKEN WITH THEIR WHORISH HEARTS, WHOCH HATH DEPARTED FROM 
ME, AND WITH THEIR EYES, WHICH GO A- WHORING AFTER THEIR IDOLS: 
AND THEY SHALL LOATHE THEMSELVES FOR THE EVILS WHICH THEY 
COMMITTED IN THEIR ABOMINATIONS.
AND THEY SHALL KNOW THAT I AM THE LORD, AND THAT I HAVE NOT 
SAID IN VAIN THAT I WOULD DO THIS EVIL UNTO THEM.

We have broken the Lord’s heart! He has called us. He has chosen us. He has 
equipped us. He has fought our battles for us and driven out our enemies. However, 
instead of humbling ourselves at the feet of god, we turned our back and put him on a 
level of man instead reverencing with a godly fear that is due to his name.

I will bring to your remembrance the account of King David. After being on the 
run from his father-in-law, and mentor, Saul; David was delivered by God on several 
occasions. He was delivered personally from circumstances and situations and he was 
delivered in unity with the Israelites from their enemies on every side.

Time after time King David went and inquired of the Lord to know what his will 
was. He was completely dependent on the Lord’s sprit, even though the people 
themselves had pleaded for a king. David ceased not to inquire of the Lord before going 
to battle. He trusted in the Lord with his whole heart.
When David had grown old, after having gotten the victory from fighting several wars, 
the Lord moved him to number the people. He wanted to judge the children of Israel. 
David on this occasion didn’t receive sound counsel. The captain pleaded with David 
not to do this thing. Yet arrogance and self-righteousness had corrupted the people from 
the head and downward through the ranks. Therefore, the lord was angry. The people 
were used to winning. They were privileged. They were putting their confidence in man 
and in the flesh, instead putting their trust in their savior, the Most High.

 The Lord reveals that these four kingdoms that have been established in the end times 
are the kingdoms of the world. These kingdoms will come to an end. The Lord reminds 
us that the children of Israel go through a cycle. They sin; he raises up an enemy; they 
go into captivity; they repent; he raises up a deliverer; and then there is rest.

These kingdoms that are in place are there for an appointed time for the sake of 
the Lord’s will and purpose. These things must come to pass that the fruition of the 
prophetic can manifest.



EPHESIANS 6:10-18
…FOR WE WRESTLE NOT AGAINST FLESH AND BLOOD, BUT AGAINST 
PRINCIPALITIES, AGAINST POWERS, AGAINST THE RULERS OF THE 
DARKNESS OF THIS WORLD, AGAINST SPIRITUAL WICKEDNES IN HIGH 
PLACES.

Within these kingdoms there are spiritual principalities with powers that have 
been established in high places. All of the powers and rulers have been ordained for the 
Lord’s purpose and to get the children to their expected end. Though these kingdoms 
maybe mentioned consecutively, they have been existing among each other  and unity 
with each other all over the world and for centuries. Just as the kingdom of God had 
been ordained before the world began. No matter what  ruler, emperor, king, or president 
there is at the present time; the principality has been there and as the writer penned 
through King Solomon, “there is nothing new under the sun.”

AMOS 3:7
SURELY THE LORD GOD WILL DO NOTHING, BUT HE REVEALETH HIS 
SECRETS UNTO HIS SERVANTS THE PROPHETS. THE LION HATH ROARED, 
WHO WILL NOT FEAR? THE LORD GOD HATH SPOKEN, WHO CAN BUT 
PROPHESY?


